Children world is always indentical with gladly. When the meaning of gladly always connected with playing. Because playing to accustom their nerve in their brain, like motoric nerve. Playing can make children known about their surroundings environment and to practice their self. That’s why playing is one of important requirement for children.

Unfortunately in modern-era like at this time, it’s very hard we can found safety and suitable playground for children. A lot of empty space used for commercial area, for building like apartment, mall, etc. and technology at this time growing fast. It make our children don’t have a space for playing specially playing with their friends of the same age.

Solution of the problem for children is provide enough room, where the children can released to expression their self and playing with friends of the same age and know their world, and Children Playground expected for a solution of that problem.

With Aurora for theme, expected to reflect character of children, who is like to imagination, cheerful, and very interesting with something visually. Taken metaphorical approach, it’s expected can reflect a lot of character of children and can show the world of children.
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